
Berry Launches New Building Wrap for Bulk Water Drainage and High-Performance Weather
Protection

March 15, 2023

TYPAR® DrainableWrap™ Commercial provides protective solution for buildings four stories and above

EVANSVILLE, Ind.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Mar. 15, 2023-- Berry Global Group, Inc. (NYSE: BERY) today announced that it will be expanding its line of

high-performance building wraps through the launch of TYPAR® DrainableWrap™, the Company’s first drainable building wrap engineered to protect
multi-story structures from the elements and manage excess moisture. TYPAR DrainableWrap Commercial has joined TYPAR MetroWrap in the
brand’s growing portfolio of building wraps designed specifically for commercial structures.

“The addition of TYPAR DrainableWrap Commercial is further proof of Berry Global’s commitment to the commercial market and delivering on our
customer promise of Innovation for the World. Solutions for You.,” said Andrew Irvine, product manager, TYPAR. “This new commercial wrap offers the
superior UV protection and tear strength needed for commercial job sites while also helping commercial builders and architects address the growing
challenge of drainage in high-rise building envelopes.”

DrainableWrap Commercial, available in 5′ by 150′ rolls, offers an elevated ability to deal with excess moisture faster than most conventional house
wraps. This is the result of TYPAR’s patented meltshot technology, which adds an integrated layer of fibers to create an effective drainage gap that
channels wind-driven rain and bulk water away from the structure.

DrainableWrap Commercial can be installed as part of the TYPAR Weather Protection System, which encompasses the brand’s full line of
high-performance house wraps, tapes, and accessories. The system balances water and air holdout with the ideal level of moisture vapor transmission
while also improving the building’s overall energy efficiency. When installed together, the complete TYPAR Weather Protection System is covered by
the only lifetime limited warranty in the industry that includes materials and labor.

For more information, visit https://www.berryglobal.com/en/brands/typar.

About Berry

At Berry Global Group, Inc. (NYSE: BERY), we create innovative packaging and engineered products that we believe make life better for people and
the planet. We do this every day by leveraging our unmatched global capabilities, sustainability leadership, and deep innovation expertise to serve
customers of all sizes around the world. Harnessing the strength in our diversity and industry-leading talent of 46,000 global employees across more
than 265 locations, we partner with customers to develop, design, and manufacture innovative products with an eye toward the circular economy. The
challenges we solve and the innovations we pioneer benefit our customers at every stage of their journey. For more information, visit our website, or
connect with us on LinkedIn or Twitter.
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